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SPIRITS PRODUCTION IN 

ESTONIA 



Seeking to find the elixir 

of eternal youth, monks-

alchemists would cool 

vapours emerging in the 

course of wine 

distillation to stumble 

eventually upon spiritus 

vini «the spirit of wine». 

It is no wonder that the 

word ‘spirits’ found its 

way into many 

languages.  



In Estonia. the first written record of alcohol 

goes back to 1485, when the Reval Great 

Guild of wine producers issued an order 

prohibiting the residents of suburban areas to 

sell spirits in town. This year officially marks 

the beginning of alcohol production in 

Estonia. Only members of the Great Guild, 

merchants, and their widows had the right to 

produce alcohol for sale.  



It is known that in 1550 the Reval pharmacist Wolfgang 

Holzwirt was granted permission by the Magistrate for 

selling alcohol in his own pharmacy. In 1669, the Reval 

barbers obtained from Swedish King Charles XI a licence 

to produce and sell spirits. Thus, it was in the 16th and 

17th centuries that the general scheme of spirits 

production and sale took shape. The conducted research 

shows that the annual output of alcohol in Estonia during 

the Swedish rule amounted to 600 buckets (1 bucket = 

12 litres).  



The historical view of the Town Hall 

Square. 



By the close of the 18th century, 85% of Estonian farms 

could boast of their own distilleries supplying alcohol to pubs 

in Russia. One of the biggest producers, Charles von Liphart 

(1719-1792) of Raadi farm, turned out 12.400 buckets of 

spirits for sale in 1786.  



In 1799, there were 731 

distilleries in Estonia 

producing annually 

680.000 buckets of 50º 

vodka.  



The next stage of alcohol production in Estonia is linked with the 

start of the industrial revolution of the 19th century. The technology 

of spirits production was improved by outstanding chemists and 

physicists, among them the first Rector of Tartu University Georg 

Friedrich Parrot (1767-1852), who in 1801 invented complete 

distillation of spirits.  



In 1810. Andreas Lamberti proposed to use a steam - powered 

distillation unit and a new type of cooler, while the Lifland 

Society of Thrifty Economy came up with a mechanism for wort 

preparation. In 1817, the Raadi farm distillery was upgraded 

following A. Lamberti’s project. It is here that pure spirits was first 

produced in Estonia in 1850. 



In 1863, the excise law came into effect 

with its rigid requirements set for 

distillery produce. According to the new 

law, the excise depended on the 

volume of consumed raw stuff. This 

facilitated replacing the old equipment 

by modern machinery of German 

origin. The new machinery being 

expensive, two machine-building plants 

were launched in Reval to cater for 

local distilleries.  



Silver Medal Award of the All-Russian industrial exhibition 

since 1896 



Course 

participants 

of the 

vodka 

production. 

Tallinn 

(Reval) 1912 



Vodka factory tally since 1914 (fragment) 



Distillery of Tallinn, beginning of the 20th 

century 



The year 1920 marks a new period in Estonian alcohol production due to the emergence of 

the Union of Potato Growers Associations, the latter henceforth signing with the 

government an annual contract for alcohol production. Having overcome all hardships, 

‘Rosen & Co’ proved to be a worthy competitor for the newly founded union of farmers. In 

1924. the produce of ‘Rosen & Co’ was acknowledged at the gastronomic competition in 

Paris scoring the gold medal.  



The alcohol turned out in Estonia stands first on the list of strong drinks registered in the 

«Beverages and Drugs» section of The Guinness Book of Records. It is recorded here that 

during 1918-40 the Estonian alcohol monopoly sold 98% potato spirits. Since January 1, 

1981, the strength of alcohol has been expressed as volume percentage at 20°C.  



Labels (beginning of 20th century) 



In 1941-45, during World War II, 58 distilleries were destroyed in Estonia. Their 

reconstruction started in 1945. In 1971, the Production Association «Liviko» was 

established that incorporated all the distilleries of the republic. 

The modern period of alcohol production started with the restoration of 

independence. At that time, there were only two distilleries - in Rakvere and at Moe, 

both state-run. They were privatized by Winum-E and AS Tulivesi respectively in 

1997. Both distilleries were purchased by the private company Onistar in 1999. At 

present, the Rakvere Distillery produces alcohol complying with the EU standards. 

The distillery holds the Quality Certificate of ISO 9002. In 2009  OÜ Estonian Spirit  

acquires Moe and Rakvere Distilleries 

 

 



1794 - the first written mention of 

the Rakvere distillery: the Register 

of Reval Local Distilleries is 

compiled, which lists the 

Wesenberg (now Rakvere) farm 

distillery owned by Baroness 

Wilhelmine von Tiesenhausen. The 

distillery produces 1.080 buckets 

of spirits (1 bucket = 12 litres), of 

which 600 are sold to various 

pubs. 19th century - in the second 

half of the century the distillery is 

upgraded; steam power is 

introduced as well as new 

equipment. Now the farm belongs 

to Andreas Rennenkampf. A 

department of refined alcohol and 

a brewery are launched to be 

closed down at the end of the 

century because of competition.  

HISTORY OF THE RAKVERE DISTILLERY 



1874 - on the night of October 5, the distillery 

burns to the ground yet is soon rebuilt. The 

equipment is ordered basically from F. Krull’s 

works. Thus, the biggest distillery in Estonia 

emerges. 1914 - at the outbreak of World War I, 

the distillery is closed down to be converted into a 

starch plant. 1920 - the farm and the distillery are 

confiscated to become stateowned property. 1921 

- the distillery becomes subordinate to the Union of 

Potato Growers Associations. In autumn months, 

starch is produced, and during the rest of the year 

crude spirits is made from starch waste.  

1935 - the Union of Potato Growers Association 

launches the construction of a new distillery on the 

site of a former linen plant. 1938 - the new distillery 

starts operating on April 25, its first product being 

spirits. The output of the rectification hop reaches 

200.000 litres per month. In the yard, a 500 000-

litre tank called «Fat Margaret» is installed. The 

distillery rates as the most advanced one in the 

Baltic region, and its produce is the strongest and 

purest in the world - 98%. 



1939-1944 - the distillery operates with standstills also during World War II. 

1944 - in the course of the war, the distillery is completely destroyed. 

1945 - reconstruction over, the production of crude spirits is launched. Starch is no longer 

produced. 1966 - major repairs of the main production building alongside re-construction of 

the operating shops.  



1992-1995 - the distillery is reconstructed anew. The ferment and rectification shops as well 

as a new warehouse are erected and put into operation. The fermentation room is 

expanded. 1995 - pure spirits production is relaunched. The state joint-stock company 

‘Rakvere Distillery’ is established. Major repairs of the administration building are carried 

out. 1997 - the distillery is privatized by Winum - E, an alcohol producing company.  



Rakvere Distillery 



1999 - the Rakvere Distillery becomes property of the 

private company Onistar. 

The Rakvere Distillery holds the ISO 9002 Quality 

Certificate. 

2009 - OÜ Estonian Spirit  acquires Moe and Rakvere 

Distilleries 



HISTORY OF THE MOE DISTILLERY  
1688 – first written record of Muddis farm as alcohol producer. 

1794 - the Register of Reval Local Distilleries is compiled to include the distillery of the 

Muddis farm (now Moe). The output reaches 480 buckets (1 bucket = 12 litres),  of these 

360 are sold wholesale and 120 to pubs. The farm owners are descendants of Lieutenant 

General von Friesell.  

1801 - the turnout amounts to 2.680 buckets, of which 2.500 are sold to the state and 180 

to various pubs. The farm is owned by Major Charles von Löwenstern.   



1886 - Baron Charles von Wrangell 

sells the farm to Jacob Kurberg (1837-

1907), who on June 5, 1887, applied 

for the governor’s permission to build a 

steam - powered distillery. The 

permission is granted on August 

7,1887. 1887 - the newly erected 

distillery launches the production of 

crude spirits and rectifies raw alcohol 

turned out by other distilleries. 1907 - 

Jacob Kurberg dies. The distillery 

passes to his elder son Arved. 1908 - a 

fire breaks out in the distillery. Despite 

vast damages, repairwork is 

accomplished so soon that operation is 

relaunched within several months. 

1914 - the production is suspended on 

account of World War 1. 1920 - crude 

spirits is produced again. 

1933 - Arved Kurberg dies. The 

distillery passes to his brother Ewald. 

1939 - the Kurberg family leaves 

Estonia for Germany. Work at the 

distillery comes to a halt.  



1945 - the production of crude 

spirits starts anew. Since 

rectification equipment cannot 

be fully repaired, rectification is 

stopped in 1947. 1948 - a 

boiler-room is built, oil-shale 

serving as fuel. Electric lighting 

is installed and later - electric 

motors. By 1959 all the 

machines are equipped with 

electric motors. 1959-1960 - a 

boiler-house with two boilers 

burning fuel oil is erected, its 

total capacity being four steam 

tons per hour. 

1962 - the old rectification unit 

is put into operation with the 

daily capacity of 6.000 litres.  

1954 



1973 - Arvo Antropov becomes henceforth head 

manager. In 1973, the distillery is in very bad condition 

with its low level of technology, dated cyclic system, 

hard working conditions, and absence of automation. 

The low-capacity rectifier is able to process a mere 

140.000 litres of  crude spirits per month. In 1973, 

renovation is started to increase the volume of 

production and to introduce new technology. The 

output of alcohol equals 2.9 million litres of spirits this 

year. 

1981 - a new wort rectification shop is set up, its daily 

capacity being 20.000 litres. Wort distillation is 

undertaken, yielding 96.6% pure alcohol.   

Arvo Antropov 



1983 - a ferment shop is built to pioneer the 

production of ferment agent in Estonia; all manual 

labour is eliminated. 1992 - the distillery’s office 

building is erected. 

1983 - a new technology is introduced of 

processing raw materials at lower temperatures 

than previously. 1996 - distillery establishes its 

record of production - 5.2 million litres per year. 

1997 - a new alcohol warehouse is launched, its 

storing capacity amounting to 700.000 litres. 

2009 - OÜ Estonian Spirit  acquires Moe and 

Rakvere Distilleries 

 



Moe Distillery 



A view of the Moe Distillery buildings 

(2000) 



The Museum of the Alcohol 

Industry housed in the 18th-

century distillery building of the 

Moe farm. Providing a 

fascinating exposition, the 

Museum gives a chronological 

overview of the 5-centuries-

long history of spirits- and 

alcoholmaking in Estonia. The 

Museum was opened on 

October 15, 1971, on the 

initiative of Victor Kirsilo, a 

veteran of alcohol production 

and former employee of the 

Moe Distillery.  

The exhibits have been 

contributed by all the 

Estonian distilleries. All 

the models in the 

exposition have been 

constructed by V. Kirsilo. 



Part of the museum 

exposure 



All the models in the 

exposition have been 

constructed by V. Kirsilo. 



This presentation is partly based on the book  500 YEARS  SPIRITS PRODUCTION IN ESTONIA 

Design and and digital image processing by Heiki Looman     Photos (with the exception of historical photographs ) by Heiki Looman 
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